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FIVE YEAR REVIEW F RESEARCH SPONSORED BY
THE AMERICAN BQADCASTING COMPANY

V.

Introduction
1 S

\

I .

T4s report summarites the results of a 3-year research investigation of
the anti- and\pro-social effects of television on children. The,research

program'spansthe period 1970 thrOugh 1975.
.

,

;I',
,/

At the outset 'f the'reeearch investigation, the focus of emphasis was on'
analyzing the, ossible..anti-social effects of television on children.

This'involved continuing study of the extent to which and the conditions

under which e osure to 'Violent material on television leads to increased

inclination to rd aggrpssion. The. results of the individual anti-social

experiments are summariied in this report.

4 ..
.

/
About*Oway though the 3-year period the research was expanded to
includeastudy f possible pro-social effects of television on'thildren.
.This entailed

.

the,extent to which and the conditions under whit4h.

exposure to tele ision characters portraying various types of roles affects

-,.
childrees.socia perceptions: More specificallysethis took the form of

deterbining the tent to which children's perception of ethnic groups,

men and women, yo nger and older people, and those engaged in various

occupations are i fluenced by programs depictingcharacters in thise-, 0
population segmen s. Of particular interest was an'examination of the

.

extentl.to which ne atiye social stereotypes are tAduced or curtailed by

exposu se to sdch terial. "'The results'of the individual pro-social .

experiment's are al :o summarized in this report.

In the Five Yeat'St dy roughly 10,000 children tbe 8-13 year old age

,9bracket'were used. Half of the children were i he 8-.10 year old cate-

gory with the other \half in the 11-13 yeas old group. The children were

from a wide range backgroundfi, ranging from lower clast'

to upper middle.clas , mostly white with some hlacks and Puerto kicans 7

, and were f tam the New York, Connetticut and New Jersey area. They were

.., , contacted rough a. v riety of public, private and parochial "schools as

well as va ious boys ubs.
!

.--

. .

Boys Werep warily us d fo'r the anti- social studies while.both'boys and

girls were ed in the to-Social experiments. . .
a 1 5

--*frerent pr edures wer used in both the anti4social and pro-social

. experiments. In the ant rsocial experiments an Electroiic Pounding /4--'
, "IN. ,

'
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Platform (wep) "was' used as th trument t

inclination toward aggressio asically

children world, hit the EPP' efo e and of
violent) program and changes in forceof the hit wer

.th

ecr

e pre4ost changes in
d e following way:

r exposure t a violent (or non -

recorded: The pie-

extent to which
sed inclination toward

ge score, the more a
047 aggression. The Smaller

ss a grogram was determined to

post ohanges in scores were i

exposure to a tel6ision pro
aggression. The'greater t
prOgram was judged to incr,

the positive pre-post ch
increase inclination toward aggresSion.

The EPP was used iu two types of an

c4 as a-measure o
ram increased or
positive pre-po

ase inclination
ge score, the

ysii: -Firs t was used to measure

the overallieffeets of exposure progra Secondly, it was used to
measure the impact of individul, violent scenes (types of violence,
differences in scene length, etc.) on the inclinationitoward aggression.
The term "inclination toward aggression" must be regarded, as'a theoretical
construct throughout the study, however. Within the,laboratory conditions
of the study it was not possible (as it was.not possible for any previous
study done in this area) to determine a causal relationship between
"inclination towards aggression!" and actual aggression,'in whateverlorm.

The EPP is described in greater detail in'Appendix t.

In the pro7sOcial experiments chi:Oren rated Various groups on an'image

dimension questionnaire. The image dimensions consisted of a series of

nine paired adjective descriptions (hard-working/lazy, smart /dumb,
friendly/unfriendly, strong/weak, honest/dishonest, brave/scared, Clean/ .

dirty, leaders/followers, good/bad). Eacti category was on a 7-point.scale

with the positive end of the dimension on one side and the negative
of the iimension On the other. Children completed a questionnaire fore

,,and after exposure to programs. The pre-post changes in image rat ngs of

a group,served as a measure of the extent to which exposure to a rogram.

'Itatered children's "perceptions. /
. /

a

1
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SUMMARY OF INDIVIDUAL EXPERIMENTS i,ANTI-SOCIAL)

OVERALL RESULTS
t.

The Effect of Televised Violence on Inclination Toward Aggression

CONCLUSIONS'

P

Under pertain conditions and depending on the types of violence portrayed,":

exposure to televised violence is capable of producing increased inclina-
tion toward aggression in children.

DISCUSSION

This-is based on a series of expert tal studies, conducted under labor-

atory conditions, in which pre-post creases in inclination toward

,aggression were found to be associate with exposure to violent elements

in television programs. These finding are consistent with other studies

which have shown that under laboratory conditions, exposure to televised
violence generates increased inclination toward aggression.

LIMITATIONS

In evaluating the results, two major limitations

1. Studies are one-shot, abort-term effects and

long-term

should be noted:

not multi-expost&,

2. Studies dealt with effects in laboratory conditions, ratheri'than

a natural setting. Therefore, as with,all other ptudies pre-
viously conducted by others, no actual correlation between

/ program content and actual commission of violence could be

established.

4
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PURPOSE

ACTION-ADVENTURE PROGRAMS

The purpose was twofold: (a) to measure the impact of current ABC action -

adventure programs on the inclination toward aggression in childreh,
.(b) to determine differences between a high violence program previously

broadcast on ABC and cu ent programs-. -

PROCEDURE

Selected current programs were

was given. At the same time a
Untouchables," a high-violence
benchmark.

shoWso child,ridand a pre-post EPP test
test waS.perlOrmed (41 an episode from "The

program from the 106?-63 season used as a'

RESULTS -

On the averag, the programs studied generated less (less than half)
inclination toward aggression than the benchmark program. Nonetheless,

while the levels of aggression generated in the programs were lower than
the benchmark program, these programs still produced an increase in
inclination toward aggression as a result'of exposure to the programs.

DISCUSSION

There was a wide range of impact produced by various action - adventure

programs tested. For example, 'The Rookies" and "Carihe" generated high

inclination toward aggression. "The Streets of San Francisco" and,s"Night

Stalker" yielded`intermediate increases in inclination toward aggre6ioh.
Others, such as "Tomki--an4""Harry 0" produced, little increase in inclina-

tion toward aggression. Thesg differences were attributed to qualitative'

differences in the violence programs. However, while Erode of

these programs generated increases in inclination toward aggression, none
exceeded the level of inclination toward aggression generated by the

benchmark program.

IMPLICATIONS

kuN
There has been significant reduction of violent elements-in action- adventure,

programs..
-

6
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'PURPOSE
'as

,...
CHILDREN'S PROGUAS

f

The purpose was twofold: (s) to measure the impact of current ABC children's.'

programs on n.inclination toward aggression; Or to determine differences

between a high violence children's program, previously broadcast on ABC.
0

PROCEDURE

Selected programs were shown to children andta pfe-post EPP test was giien.

At the she time, a test was performed using an episode from "Johnny Quest',

as a high violence benchmark program from the 19/717.12 season.

RESULTS

The children's programs studied genetated little increase in inclination'

toward aggression. Also, they generated less inclination toward aggression

than the benchmark.

DISCUSSION
0

Overall the children's programs studied generated little increase in incli-

nation toward aggression. However, there were some exceptionp among parti-

cular programs. For example, the program "Devlin" generated a high level

oftinclination toward aggression. However, because it didn't Contain
philoal'violence, the increased aggression was attributed to the fact that

the boys identified strongly with the young character (Evel Knievel-type

character) going across the Snake River Canyon. Therefore, as ogler

findings also-indicate, anxiety or tension and not-just overt phydical

violence is capable of producing increased inclination toward aggression.

, .
.

.

.

ThWis7Amplicated in other children's programs. For exitiple, in "Kid

Power;' "Yogi's Gang," and "Hammerman," there was an increase in incline-

tion toward aggression. Though none of these programs contained violence
the children exhibited an increawin anxiety or tension resulting from

confrontations with threatening adult (or near adult) characters. It is

hypothesized that this anxiety or ten4on,may, in turn, have translated

itself into increased levels of incli#Stiontowar aggression.
-,,

. . ,

: )"
s,.....,IMPLICATIONS ,

./7

,aggression produc during the

made a conscious effort to
children's pro ams.

The dharp reduction 4u inclination toward
three years studied
reduce the amount Of.

ti

ggests that ABC has
idlence)depicte in

..: 5 -
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Also, because it appears that many other elements in a program produce
inclination toward aggression, e.i., anxiety, tension, identification, etc.,
ABC may,have discardid,programs unnecessarily. For example, programs like

"The. Road Runner" contained violence. However, because it contained other ,

elements which defUae'aggression, such as humor, the program generated
'little increase in inclination toward aggression.

,Therefore, it is felt that, more study is needed on whether programs such
as this should be considered violent at all.

'

'A,



EFFECT OF'VARIOUS-VIEWING CONDITIONS

SCREEN SIZE

PURPOSE t

To determine whether there's a difference in aggression generated between
.viewing violent material on a normal televisidn screen vs. a large.theairical

/'

PROCEDURE .

. ,

"The,Orrupters" was shOwn to boys under two viewing conditions: (a) on a
''4;'".

'normal television .screen, (b) on a theatre screen in an auditorium. Pre-
=-- `4,.. .--

1

post tests were taken,pn the EPP.
II

RESULTS
.,.,..

.
,

generatedIt Was found that violence viewed on, the largr screen, generated a greater

increase in inclinafion toward aggression. It, appeerd"d, that the boys were

more attentive to the larger screen while they were playful watching TV,

, thereby reducing theiriatt,tiveness. :
--'

;

'cs . ,Z

IMPLICATIONS '4 ..- .

In,evaluating studies based on naturalistic conditiofis,,it's iipOrtant to

consider whether the programs'vieWed were on 'a normal size TV or4pn a

iarger'theatrical Screen.

4
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COMMERCIALS

ti

PURPOSE r".'

To determine the effect of the inclusion or exclusion of commercials in
program-on the inclination toward aggression.

PROCEDURE

,Boysolerooxposed tortwo episodes of "The Corrupters" and "The Untouchables."
EachVasOlown with and without commercials.. The boys were tested oh the

EP' hefOrean0 after exposure to each episode.

ItSULTSt

1

"i

I the tests without commercials, the boys showed 4 gre4ter increase in

i clination towards aggression than the episodes shown with commercials.

ISCUSSION 7

t appears that the inclusion of commercials breaks the concentration and

nvolvoment tit-the boys and dampens the buildup of excitement.

IMPLICATIONS

n evaluating studies boded on,naturalistic viewing conditions, it is

important to consider whether the programs included commercials.
,;1

t:

.
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PURPOSE.

'To determine the effect

toyardPaggression.

EOCEDURE

Particular violent scenes were categorized by length: under 30 seconds,

31-60,-31-90, 91-120,, 121-180, more than 180 seconds. Boys were tested

before and after eXpoOure to the,scenes.

of the length. of a violent scene on the inclination

RESULTS

There does not appgar to be a relationship between the length of violent

scene and the extent to which it generates increased inclination toward

'aggression. It appears that the importat4 factor is,the "quality" of the

violence,, egqiecially its suddenness and unexpectedness.

0
DISCUSSION.

It was ltthat longer scenes would generate more inclination toward

-,aggre sion tfiap shorter, ones. However, .t, was found that a Short and

/unexpected violent scene can generate a;e
%

grkat,deal of inclination toward

aggression. A*the'same time, if a scenefs very long, but the tension

overdrawn or tie violence overdramatic, there appears.to be a.drop=off

. in i4clinstAon toward aggression. Also, was,noted that shorter violent

scenes 'ohm early in a program and iirve an'aeatteution-getting device
_One longer violent scenes come later in the program and are more often

' used in the plot-'resolution.
is

.
s .1-

.st....
...,\

'IMPLICATIONS
.

...-

1 '

t. ,'

, 4 , ( w

)
-

It wsstelt that care sh'buld be taken in using sudden and unexpected

violenCe in programs due to its apparent capacity to produce increased'

inclination toward aggression.

s..:

,,,,,

Z'' t

S
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0
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, TYPES pF VIOLENCE 4
,q1.

,;)

PURPOSE \ 4. ,,

1 E'l
--,..

To determine the eff ct of different. 7!::.? violence on he inclination
\toward aggression. t-., --\

PROCEDURE

individual scenes inaction- adventure programs were categorized in terms
-of the types of violence portrayed. The categories included: (a) physical
violence vs. noniphytical violiance (chases, verbal), (b) killings/woundings
in a fight vs. a non-injurious fight, (c) violence,wkth weapons vs. violence
without weapons. Boys were exposed to the programs:.and pre-post changes

P 'were measured on the EPP.

RESULTS

*Differerft tyies of violence do have a derent impact in generating
increased inclination toward aggression.

DISCUSSION
7

Generally,sc esof physical violence produced a greater inclination
aggression'tha ttae scenes classed as non-physiSal violence. However,
in the ca4of,younger boys (7-10) physical violence generates increased
inclination toc4 rd a ression while non-physical (verbal, chases) violence
doesn't. In older b s (11-13) both physical and verbal violence generate '

similar levels f inclination toward aggression. This suggests that young
children aren't s verbally sophisticated as older children. Findings also
indicate that scenes where killings or woundings occur produce a greater

'Increase in aggression than scenes in which fighting alone occurs. Violent
scenes with weaois produce about the same level of inclination toward
iiggreseion as sce es without weapons., It's felt this is due to the brutal
and personalized rm of non-weapons violence-beatings with fists, kicking,
etc.

IMPLICATIONS rr

findings suggest that the_tYpes of violence, used in a program can be altered
to reduce levels of inclination toward aggression. The findings also suggest
that different types of violent elements shouldn't be "lumped together.,"
_Caution tight be.used in depicting physical violence" which is actually
carried ont and greater freedom might be exercised in'portraying verbal.
violence. where there is ,a threat of violence, 1put actually carried,
out. A

7 101 1,

- 10 -
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- PIMP

OGRAM IDEgTIFICA t ION

"

2

ine the efiect:of prograi identificati\m Olt inclination toi

on.
,

I
1

Beth ction -adventure and.obilaren's programs Weteiestled. Fist, to

dete 11/ II ine identification, children Were-asked if they, o.felt'thai the pr-

grads were "far kids lie me." Secondly,-the children were tested on the

EPP-befoie-and after, viewing the programs.

.

RESULTS

,-------1 .
\
--

/
-.... --/-e-t- .

. Heightened identificatitin with programs characters portrayed in programs
, .

,

are assaciated with above-average i creases in.inclination toward aggreAbion.___--- ......-.,.. . . ..' . ,...s .

:DISCUSSION ' $
....--e---

1

T

st

For both action-adventure and children's programs, Ile.majority of th!)ays

tested felt that the programs were "for kids like me. However,,.
11

cation wa's highef for action-adventure programs. Children ,0 Nit-that

programs were directed'at other than their age group. were-Moreapt to say

that action-adventure firograts were'"for kids older thin me". and children's'

programs wereqfor kids younger than me." Boys'who felt programs were "for

kids like me'rdgistered a greater increase iwincrination,towatd.aggression

° .than boys who felt that programs were directed at children ejther older or

yohnger thah ihetiaelves.' Therefore ; `these findings 'help t /explaiskyhy the

action-adventure programs tested generatvi higher-ncrea s.in

toward aggression than the,6114ren'e7pr.sbfam.t sted. oys identifiekt.
more with, the action-adventurejragiams and/this hei: tend level of identi7

ticatipn Carried over to greate.increases'i incli ation toward aggression.

This identification is 4ncre ewben .ydun acters are featured.
. .

p imms.
,

.

There are several examOles:
.v. , to.- , . i ,

..

. tacartoons in which-youngsterS-:werep-ominentlY featUred ("Johnny est"

r and "Smdkey Tbe-Bear").both generated abOve4,everage'increases in., cliiiat,ian

toward aggression. In contrast,'twe cartoons which aid vikt_feature youngsters

("Sky Hawk" and "Rpad Runner ") producedbelow-average.Increases In Acliha-
.

t tion-toward.eggressibn. .
.

t ..

s

t

"

we,

". 11 -
.
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A "Mod uad" episode which featured a child generated atl, increase

iuclknati toward aggression, while two episodes which (Hd not fea

child did.n produce an increase. ,'

-... .

toward aggFessionAn episod of "The Rookies" evoked increased inclination tow
although it contained little violence. This was attributed to the iaet that

both the hero and the villain were younger.
.

,.

,

An episode of "The FBI" did not produce mu I inclination toward aggression

even though it was violent. This was attr uted to' the fact that there was

little identification because the major ch racters.were older.
. ,

Several programs which portrayed situations in which ybunger chilcirdn were

"threatened" by older adults yielded above-average increases in inclination

toward aggression. This^was e likelyto occur,wheil youngsters were
confronted with high identificat on, stressful scenes which contained

anxiety inducing-elements.

IMPLICATIONS

adentifici4on with programs and
inclinatiOn toward aggressios th
tion in particular programs coul

Wacters genera,e greater increases in
other programs. Therefore, idenTtifica-

boPm6dified to alter the amount of

inclination toward aggression produced.

4

,
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PURPOSE

sg

HERO AND VI ENTIFTGATION
.

. .

. % 0
To determine the relationshipbetWeen children's identification with, both
heroes and villains and the inclination toward aggression.

PROCEDURE-
*

First, boys completed a questionnaire which indicated character,prefdrences.
With these preferences, dhildren'vere then tested on the EPP Hifore and
after viewing violent television content.

RESULTS //

Boys identify more with heroes in both-action -adventure ind children's pro-
.

/
4, grams, although it is slightly higher in action-advennie. Also, when boys

select heroes as their favorite character, there is,g greater increase.in .4

' inclination toward aggression than those who chose/4illains. The reason r "'

hypothesized fothe higher identification in action-adventure than
children's programs iti the realistic content of/the former.
t .. .

/

DIS,CuSSION ,
, .

.

( .,.'
,

.

/

/ 'he reason stated for the increase in,i, lination toward aggression is that

although both heroes and villains eng e in violent acts, the herdes
,

generally survive and emerge victoridUs, while villains are usually
/7 punished. Therefore, boys may be more disposed fo emulate v lent heroes

who do not get punished than villains who do. Also it was fo .that when

children identify with innocent bystanders, there is an increase in cline -'

tion..toward aggression. ThisAs due to the c4ild's anxiety beinvinCreased.
by.the'Victimization of a.helpless victim. ,1 ':

. .

, boys registered an abbve-average increase in inclination toward

d,'
ssion when the herolvas the victim and the villain the perpetrator.

waswas felt this ieflec,ts a tendency for boys to.respond in a retaliatory
/fashion when. the hero geti injured.

. IMPLICATIONS .,
.

Thule findings suggest that the belief that identifidation with villains.
is bad may not be true. If anything; it is when children identify, with

heroes, not with villains, that increased inclination toward aggression
usually takes place. Therefore, it is felt t 'here should be equal concern.

about violence displayed by heroes than by villains as it is easier for

, A

A

- 13 -
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/I

children to justify emulation whea4the\" ood guys" are doing it. A corollail

implication is. that some degree of idegti ation with villains is not

necessarily a bad thing; a more-roundly depicted villain (as opposed tb
"bad guy" stereotype) may be useful, as lo g as the villain "gets it" at
the end thereby serving as a deterrent to he increase in inclination toward

aggression. .r.

.

.1

Alpo, siace the study was primarily done with naval, white middle-class
whites, it is felt that future studies should include minority groups as,
well as emotionally vulnerable children to see if the same atterdholds
in relation.to identification. .

1

OP

16
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PURPOSE

a

HERO AND VILLAIN PERCEPTION

/
To determine the relationship between children'', perception (imaie)_of
herbes and Villains and " inclination tower /aggression.

',PROCEDURE

Firstboyg completed a questio
which they rated various char
*villai s. Secondly, thildre

kif

viewi g violent televie
corre ated.

REMUS

Children associate /posit
Also,,there are 45,4e- verag

/ /
when boys selett,h es tha

characters. i.,/ r'

e (n

stic
tes

a

sitve ailjec ives) in
ted with her s and

e EP,P before and after
ero/villain ges were

c //'

iswith heioeEXhan wit villains.
in inclination toward aggression

ct villains/as eir favorite

The relationship bqueen aracter traits that s attribute to heroes and
villains and how much ey want to be,like Generally, for both

heroes and villai boys identify more dily with powerful, good-looking
aaracters, than with weak, stupid On More specifically, boys want to
more like heroes who are.power ,strong and good-looking and less like

heroes who ate-dumb, weak and s ared. At the same time, while boys don't

44 identify as strongly with villains, they want to be more like villains who
are smart, pot:lerful, brave and good - looking and less like villains who are
dumb-, weak and stupid. r

The relationship between how a boy perceives the hero and his inclination.
toward aggression. When boys perceive heroes as powerful, cool and .good-

looking, they register an above-average inc4reasin inclination toward
,aggression. When the villain is petteived as weak, dumb, scared and good-
looking, children register ark above-averag increase in inclination toward
aggression. When the villain is perceived is smart, strong and powerful,
children manifest below-average increases i inclination toward aggression.

17
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There ire several reasons given for this. Children may manifest increased

inclination toward aggression when 'they perceive the hero is powerful and

good-looking because they identify more strongly with him.- This Stronger

identity carries over into increased emulation. Secondly, when the villain '

is seen.as weak, they might feel it's safer to Manifest increased inclina-

tion toward aggression because .they have less fear of retaliation.

Finally, when children see heroes and villains as smart and clever, there.

is less increase in inclination toward iggreiaion. This may be related to

.the idea that smart and clever people may be better able to use their minds

more than their fists or weapons and, therefore, have. less need_to resort

to violence to Solve problems.

IMPLICATIONS

Because'boys more readily identify with good-looking characteri; and this
I

process of identification carries over into emulation in the form of
increased inclination toward aggression, it is suggested that the trend

toward "unhandsome" characters (Beretta, Columbo, Kojalo) should continue.

also, the trend to use "brains" rather than "brawn" (by heroes and/or
villains) to .resolve confliCt should be continued because of the fact that

smart and clever heroes,and villains are associated with lesser increases

in inclination toward aggression. Finally, the more childr% see heroes

as "all powerful' and villains as "not powerful," the greater the

hood of children responding by.manifeseng increased inclination.towarg
aggressidn., Therefore, in the interest of curtailing inclination towed
aggression;'it's probably better to maintain a balance:of power between

'heroes and villains (although heroes should win, out at the end), rather

than having the balance le4 more strongly toward heroes than villains.

5.

1,'
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TONE

PURPOSE
.r

Oe%.
)°

'ILetermine the relationship between the tone (pace, realism) of a program

and the.inclination toward aggression.

PRQCEDURE

The test was done in two steps: (a) boys were, asked to indicate which
descriptions best fit the program to which they were exposed .(fast-mOving,
realistic), (b) boys were tested on the EPP before and after.exposur&.

RESULTS

Children like fast-moving, realistic programs better, but faster-moving, ,
realistic programs are also associated with greater increases in i lina-

tion toward. aggression than the slower and unrealistic (fans oriented

ones.

DISCUSSION

'Boys viewed action - adventure programs as more'exciting, realistic and fast-

moving than children's programs. By contrast boys,regarded children's
programs as dumber, more boring and for younger children. However, faster-

moving, realistic programs generate greater increases'id inclination toward
aggression than slower-moving, unrealistic programs. Also, there is a

relationship.between whether children view a program as violent and whether

they find it an exciting program--excitement and violence usually go together.
However, at the same time, many children viewed some programs as not violent

while still finding them exciting.

IMPLICATIONS

Although violence contributes to children's feeling of excitement, there

, are many ways in which children can feel excited by a progragr, even when

violence is absent,. Therefore, it is felt it might be poSsible to produce

programa which attempt to be both exciting and non-violent. Also, the

.
findingssuggest that greater caution is required for more realistic-oriented
programs while greater latitude may be exercised for more fantlsy-oriented

programs.

A
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ANXIETY

PURPOSE

To determine whether television programs create anxiety and, if so, whether
this is related-to an inclinatign toward aggression.

PROCEDURE,
f

).

First, children were asked whether or not particular scenes in programs
"scare? thet. Secondly, children were tested on the EPP before and after
Viewing the programs.

.RESULTS

Although generally boys are not scared) television programs, there are
some instances in which programs scare them. Also, they like scary programs
better than others. At the sametiine, being scared does _generate increased.
inclination, toward aggression ,However, humor can serve as a defuser of
anxiety-inducing elements a program.

DISCUSSION

It was noted,th:St anxiety-producing elements need not be violent, bdt that
a situatiot( can be recognizable and identifiable for children and.easily
scare-them.. For example, an episode of "Kid Power" contained a scene in
which a group of children broke a camera they borrowed from an adult.

This produced high anxiety; consequently a higher inclination toward
aggression. Also, the program "Night Stalker" created much anxiety, but
little inclinstion toward aggression. This was due to the inclusion of
humor which probably had a dampening effect on the inclination tow*
aggression. Note: The finding that children like programs that seed
them/is oensistent with, findings in the section entitled TONE.

IMPLICATIONS

/
.,,.'Whether a program containsanxietylproducing elements is dete u, ;'by two

things: (a) content of the programs, (b) childtere 4reiclryea igli ,

e*periences. However, programs depict, hild en in threat
situations have an above-average potential for evo anxiety_ttmreby

,

foil
. ,

an increase in the inclination toward aggression. Therefore, whw,this
condition should be, watched, it's felt more work +dB .o be dpio
define the conditions and situations that evoke anxiety,in chi

:
.

.
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'PURPOSE

1

HUMOR

I

To determine whether the inclusion ,of h r in a violent program will affect

the-inclination toward aggression.

PROCEDURE 0
1,

Two.versions of one program were used: (a) unedited version containing all

humorous and violent elements of a program, (b) edited version with an
important humorous scene removed which followed a violent scene. Children

were tested on'the EPP before and after viewing.

RESULTS

Inclusion of humor in a violent program serves as a defuser of inclination

toward aggression.

DISCUSSION

4t$

The edited version with the humorous ecene removed generated a significantly

higher increase in inclination toward aggression. For example, a violent

episode of the "Night Stalker" produced only slight inclination toward

aggression. This was attributed to-the humor in the programs. Note: See

section entitled ANXIETY for further results in this area.

'IMPLICATIONS

The findingb suggest that inclusion of humorous elements in otherwise

dramatic action-adventure programs might help to ameliorate the effects of

violent elements it such programs.' Two methods were suggested on how it

might be included in action-adventure programs to ameliorate the effects

of violent elements: (a) to portray actions which,are simultaneously both

humorous and violent, (b) to intersperse humorous actions between the

violent elements. /

- 19 -
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PURPOSE

.ACTIVITY EMULATION

0

aTo determine the relationship between the desire to emulate activities in a

program and the inclination toward aggression.

PROCEDURE.

First, boys were.aske0 ho cf much they-vented to emulate Various activities

in both no violent and viol-ent programs. Secondly, they were tested on

the EPP before and aflter Piewing violent programs for pre-post changes in

aggression.

RESULTS

Children are mor desirous of emulating- non - violent actions rather than

violent Actions i television` programs. However, sizable portions of

children1dQ want o emula& v4.01ent actions. Also, an increase in incli-

nation toward agg ession is.related to a:desire to emulate violent actions.
1

(

DISCUSSION

Although there are fferences in the desire for emulation between action-

adventure and childre ' programs the results in each are parallel. In

violent action-adventure programs the activity boys wanted to emulate most

often was "shoot a gun." In non-violent action-adventure programs, the
activity'most cited was "ride-a horse," "drive'a.car," an& "fly a plane."

In violent children's programs, the activity most,tited was "tackle some-

body in a football game." In non-violent 1 n_ls programs it was "have

a tree house," "camp out overnight," "fly icopter." HoVever, minor

wording changes in the questions produced different results. For example,

many children expressed the desire "to s oot a gun," However, when it was

worded as "to shoot a gun at someone," he percentage dropped off. There-

fore, it's felt that children aremore desirous of engaging in violent
action in the abstract but not inthe context of real=life interaction

with'other people. Finally, boys who want to emulate violent actions on
the programs exhibited greater increased inclination toward aggression

than boys who did not. Also, wanting or not wanting to emulate non-violent

actions was less strongly related to increased inclination toward aggress
sion.' 4enerally, if boys get caught up in and want to emulate activities
in a program, this increases their likelihood of exhibiting increased
inclination toward aggression.

-.20
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IMPLICATIONS

The most important .khing is not that a program provides an activity to
emulate but whether'it instructs on how to.do it. For example, it's not
a question of whether weilpdhs should or should not be used in television
,programs. The question is on the manner in which they are used an whether
'they Teach children-how to use them.

t

ti-
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AMOUNT OF VIOLENT ELEMENTS

. PURPOSE

To determine if the, mount of violent elements in a program is related to

an increase in iggr sion.
,

PROCEDURE
. .

Three different edited versions of "The Rookies" were used: highviotence,
medium and low. Children were tested on the EPP before and after viewing.

RESULTS

Children's inclination toward aggression was related to the vers they

screened; The high violence version generated the highest incy e and

the low version the lowest increase.

,

DISCUSSION' 1

The children not only reacted more-to the violent versions, but they also
perctived the programs to be violent. In a related test, the children
were asked to rate the programs on the amount of perceived violence. The'

programs raked highest also generated the most inclination toward aggres-
sion.

rou .cATIoNs -

- ;

Thy reaction to violent television programs is not simply' a function of
, .

the overall tonality (pace, realism) of the program, but also reflects
the presence dr absence-of specific violent elements within a program.
Greater or lesser levels of aggression can be generated by including more
or fewer- violent elements in a prograM. Therefore, it may be possible to
alter the overall impact of a violent program by modifying or eliminating
individual scenes within a'ii"rogram,-

I

a

.1

24;
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PURPOSE

RESOLVED VAS.. UNRESOLVED PROGRAM ENDINGS'

etermine the effeceof viewing a resolved vs. anunresolved program on
he inclination ,toward aggression.

PROCEDURE

-------_____a

Boys were exposed to an episode of "The Corrupters." it...wasshckwn in two

forms: (a) a version that contained the program climax, (b a e sion .

where the climax was omitted. There were pre-post tests o thet This
relates to the section: COMPLETE PROGRAMS VS. EXCERPTED VIOLENCE.

RESULTS

Whether the action is resolved or not plays a part in determining whether ,

violence results in increased inclination toward aggression. It appears
that resolved action results in an increase in inclination toward aggres-
sion while. unresolved action doesn't.

DISCUSSION

In the resolved version (where the vilpiin gets it) there's an increase"in
inclination toward aggression. The explanation given eor the decrease in
the unresolved version was (a) it seemed to leave the confused,/

(b) the boys might have identified with a youngster who. died and were , k

.,depressed that his death was unavenged. '

IMPLICATIONS

a
It was felt that more research is needed irCthis area, particularly on
programs !moldered to be "cliff-hangers," ..e., programs that endthe
first part of a program on an exciting note; in order to entice viewers
to tun in again next week.

- 23 - 1.



REPEAT PROGRAMS

PURPOSE

',. %.

To determine the effect of viewing'repeat programs on the inclination
aggression...,

/
PROCEDURE

Children were tested.on the.EEP before,and after
those previously seen,

RESULTS

Overall,. it was felt that it made lit
,toward aggressioh whe her a program h

DISCUSSION

It was felt that repeat ho
on the inclination toward a
children Might,experien
However, although thelf
ence between the amou
new-and-repeat progra

IMPLICATIONS

4

1Because of these find n s it was felt at

. is the nature of the pr gram rather,th

J

r
I

r I

1

..'

ings of a
gtession.

ss tensio
s were,m

t of inclinatio

viewing new

toward

programs and

le difference on the inclination
d'been seen previously.

gram
that

ce t

1

the
totiard

i 11
1.

fight have a dampening eff
0.4 it was felt thapi
ey know:what's cumin gyp.

e appearq to be no differ
ggtession generated betwee

4 .

ithe most important criterion

nether it is new or a repeat.

,
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PURPOSE

To deterine
prograq vs. vie
in inclinhtion tow

1...

LETE PROGRAMS VS. EXCERPTED VIOLENCE

t
r.

Ia

,t

21-
effect between viewing violenkmaterial shown in a e4plete
g yiOlent material excerpte from a program ,on the increase

,

;'\
2,

a' PROCEDURE

rd aggression.

.

Boy, Were exposed to two episodes of "Ttia\Corrupters" and ."The Untouchables.

Each was shownrin two ways: 4) complete With,ocoasiollal vigent scenes,
..'419 incomplete with excerpts of violent scenes without connecting storyline.
Pre-post tests on the EPP were taken. This test relates to the section:

'4 RESOLVED VS. UNRESOLVED PROGRAM ENDINGS.

RESULTS.

'Although the results indicated thitthere
in inclination toward aggkessiOn prodUced
felt theevidence was inconclusive.

u

DISCUSSION .

.

se

s
. .

was no differen&in an incase
between the two versions, i 4 as

. .

,. . .-

For example, "The Corrupters"- excerpts generated more inclination toward
aggression than the complete programs, but "The Untouchables" complete
program generated more indlinationtoward aggression than its excerpts.

.:.

This was attributed"to the:feeling that some of the, excerpted scenes were .

d. still meaningful and believable despite being taken out of context. There-
fore, it produeed a greatek increase An inclination toward Aggression.
However, this theory was not'tested under revised viewing conditions.

,

I4LICATIOM . '

.

A

In lusting studies based on naturalistic viewing conditions, it is
itp, taut to consider whether the program was viewed, in its entirety.
A19o, it's important to consider the "quality" of the violence tested..
If some violent scenes have more identification than.others, the reactions
Will bb dissimilar.

..;

t

0
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.PURPOSE

' To. determine the effect of violent material in television news programs on

children's inclinatidn toward aggiession.

G'

NEWS-PROGRAMS

PROCEDURE

Boys were exposed to two different versions of a news program especially
prepared for the experiment: (a) nqn- violent and violent news,storiei,

(b) only non-violent. There was a pre-post test on the EPP.

4
RES

For bo .h, versions there was an increase in inclination toward aggression,

but there was little difference between the two. It was felt that because

the children wanted to see entertainment, they registe'red an increase in
inclination toward. aggression when exposed to news programs'. Another
reason given for the similarity of results was that.few of-the violent
scenes appeared to have any relevance and mea1ing to the children.

IMPLICATIONS

The results are inconclusive and mdrexesear6 is probably needed..



SUMMARY.OF INDIVIDUAL EERIMENTS (PRO-SOCIAL
111 .

s 1

OVERALL RESULTS

Effect f pro-socia Television Content on Social

CONCLUSION

Exposure to

DISCUSSION

ti

Perceptions

\\NS

television programs can eltezA children's social perC4tions.:

t $

This is based oh a series of experimental studies conducted under labora-
tory.conditions, in which Children's perception of ethnic,.age, sex and
occupation-groups was measured before and after viewing pro-social ,

televised content. '
LIMITATIONS

The limitatphs on the prp-social aspects of the experiment13 parallel
those stated under the anti-social section.

- 27 -
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PURPOSE

1

.
.

. .

- 1.-_
To determine whether telev d content can change children's spci4 percep-

.
`.-tions of ccupations.

.,.

. Children's percep
dumb) before and a
and

ion was measured on an image dimension scale (e.g., smart/
ter viewing selected programs. Changes were noted. Boys

used, as was a control group which listenea to a lecture,

. *
.

..
.

Exposure to piro-social program content call positively (and negatively)i affect
thildien's social perception of occupational roles,-
\ ' .

i

DISCUSSION

1

Children's perception of policeman was 'tested. Children were favorably

disposed toward diem and looked upon as hard-workingand smar After
exposure to pro-social programs their image improved even mor .

However, in further research both.the pOliceman and reporter a occupational
role was tested. In this case policemen were-portrayed in th positive

and negative manners. The manner in which they were portra d related to

how childrenperceived them after. exposure. Reportera had high image
rating prior to exposure (t;ut not as high as police). Exposure to
favotable,content resulted in increased positive feelings.

C)
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ETHNIC PERCEPTIONS

' PURPOSE ,

To determine.whether televised content can change children's social percep-

tions of_sele4ad ethnic groups.

PROCEDURE

Children rated various ethnic groups (blacks, Indians, Eskimos) olan image
dimension scale (e.g., smart/dumb, clean/dirty) before and after viewing
Selected programs. ,Ch nges were noted. Boys and girls were both'used, as

was a control group wh ch listened to a lecture.

\
i

RESULTS \

Exposure to p$o- socials prograkcontent can positively (and neg ively)

affect childr n's social perception of ethnic groups.

1
DISCUSSION,

Different programs were used for the test..., In one year children had the

most positive image of whites, followed by Indians, Chinese and blacks.

Exposure to "Boom -Town Band" and "Kid1Power" had differing results.
"Boomr.Town Band" was realistic and featured blaCks and kids in a sympa-

thetic manner. It hid.a significant Anpact on altering perceptions._ ,On

the other hand,"Ki0Power," which did not have blacks in dcentral role,"

did not prodime great changes. Howeyer, overall, there were positive

changes in nearly all categories of ;the image dimension scale.

' 7

-
1

In.another study, children had the
/

positive images of whites, followed

Say Indians, Eskimos, Chinese and blacks. The images of Clacks, Eskimos'

and Indians were to be tested and specific prograni were, used for each.
"Kodiak" created a markedlkovement,in the image of EsItimos. "Get,

Christie Love" did the same pr the image of blacks. However,, this change

was more noticeable among girls than boys. At he same'time, an episode
of "The Night Stalker" was used which portrayed blacks'in a negative manner.
Children's images declined after exosure, espeCially among boys as the'

villain was black and male. "Nakia" produced on 'y minor changes in-

kohildrenrs image" of Indians. This was attribute to the fact_thae the
episode lacked ethnic claiity and the manner in w ich Indians were depicted

\ *-wasn't as strong as it could haVe been. .

. -,,,
.

, -

\ .

1

g.....,.."

Finally, in both years, chinges in children's sea's]. perceptionstended
to be the most'marked in theareas where their images were fiiiiit'favOrable.

sr.



PURPOSE

r

SEX ROLES

To'determine whether telgvised content can change children's social percep-
tions of sex roles.

.%s

PROCEDURE

Children's sexual role perception was measured on an image dimension scale
(e.g. smart/dumb,_strOng/weak) before and after viewing selected programs.
Changes were noted. Boys and girls were both usdd'arkwas a control group
which listen'ed to.a lecture. Cartoons as well as an action-adventurepro-
gram, "Get Christie Love," were used.

RESULTS
A"

Exposure to pro-social program content does not appear able to affect
children's sexual role perception. .

DISCUSSION

.Boys tended to rate boys higher than they rate girls,,while girls generally
rate girls higher than thdy rate bays. Also, boys are more likektban
girls to be perceived as strong, breve, and leaders. Girls' pre more likely
than bOys to be1regarded as smart, friendly, honest,. clean good.

Nowever, after exposure,to a pro-social program, no changes ere recorded.

There are several reasons given for the lack of change. Fir t, the pro-
grams selected were considered inadequate. Cartoons are, not realistic, and
"Get Christie Love" portrays a black.woman which might be hard for wl;ite
children to identify with. Also, it's sugges ed that/sex role perceptions
are more, firmly anchored than ethnic percepti ns and may be more difficult
'tot alter. /

I
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PURPOSE

AGE .//

To determine whether televisecontent,c change children's social percep-

tion of the elderly.

PROCEDURE

Children's perception of the elderly was measured on an image dimension
scale (e.g. smart /dumb, clean/dirty) before and after viewing selected
programs. 'Changes were noted. Boys and girls were studied as was a

control group which listened to a lecture.

RESULTS

Exposure to pro-social program content can positively affect children's

social perception of the elderly.

DISCUSSION

Children had less favorable images of the elderly in comparison to younger

men and women. For example, they were perceived as less strong, brave and
hard-working than younger men and women. However, exposure to a pro-

social program (Kodiak) resulted in improvement in children's rat4g of

older people. The rating went higher atong boys (main character was

-male) and among older children (much of story was soph'isticat'ed and

subtly portrayed).

33,
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PES OF CHILDREN STUDIED

In the study, 9,8 children were used. They ranged in ague from 7-14

. also ranged in cio-economic status from lower to upp middle class.

chili were primarily white; however, some blaCks and Puerto Ricans.

were included. In the pro-social studies malep and femalei were-6Oth

Bed; in the anti-social studies males were Oimarily used. All children

3f6\*e recruited from a variety,of public, private and parochial schools

a well as boys' clubs MICA, and Boy Scouts in the New York, New Jersey.

and Connecticut area.
,
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Program

Mod Squad'

The Corrupters

The Untouchables

The.Ropkies

-" PROGF&S,USED

,

:..." .

Action Adventure (Anti-Social)

Assignment Vienna

The Delphi Bureau

Streets Pf San Francisco

Kung Fu -

Jigsaw

-.The FBJ

Paul Linde Show

Tons

Get C ristie Love

-Barb to

Carl e

SA.i; A.T. .

Six-Million Dollar Man,

Harry 0..

Th! Untouchab;es

p

k ,

Segment

"A To Called Sincere",
"Kic Inc."

"My N me is'Manolette":
"Good Times Are Just Memories"

"Journ 'Into Morning"

"The Gag flee

"Dead. L ke a Lost Dream"

"Get Ryker"

"The Last' et"

"The Deadly L ttle;Errand

"The Thirty Year Pill"
"Going Hdme".

"King of the MoUntain"
"The Assassin",

"The Bradley Affair "''

"The Jug Maker"'
"The Payoff"

"Howie's Inheritance"

"Crime Without Victim" ,.

"Market For MUr4er"

"He'll Nevei See Daylight"

"Plastic.Pipeline"

'Killing Around"

"The Zombie"

"Admiral's La4y"

ow'

"The Gang War"

Specially Composed News Segment 115'
1
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PROGRAMS USED

Children's Programs(Anti-Social)

Ttogrsm

jOhnny_Quest

Sky Hawk

Road Runner

Smokey the Bear

c'
The Osmonds

Jackson 5

I's

Funky Phantom

10 Power
a

Super Friends

/Goober

Lassie's Rescue Ranger

Yogl.'s Gang

Brady Kids ,

After School Special

Devlin

, Korg

*Where.appiicable

4

Segment*

"The Dragons of Ashida"

'China II

"It All "Started With"

"Mudsy Joins the Circus"

Q.
"Don't Fake It"
"Down On The Old. Mill Pond"

"The Mysterious Male"

"Mummy Knows Best"

"Grisley"

"Mr. Bigot"

"A Funny Thing Happened On'..;"

"Psst.,.Hammerman's After You"

"Victory 9ver Fear"

"Running Fight"

me%

36
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ti

Get Christie Lo'

o

Nakia Ir

Kodiak

Night Stillkr .

Boom-Town Bind

Eagan

a

PROGRAMS USED

Action-Adventure (Pro-Social)

Segment*

e PPawn Ticket For Murder"
"Market For Murder

*Where applicable

I

"The Non-Person"

"Red Snow, White Death"

"The Zombie"
"

.Unai red Pilot

4

1
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